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Area and axial flow variations on rectilinear vortex tubes are considered. The state of the flow 
is characterized by two dependent variables, a core area, and an azimuthal circulation per unit 
length, which vary in time and in distance along the length of the tube. Nonlinear 
integrodifferential equations of motion for these variables are derived by taking certain integrals 
of the vorticity transport equation. The equations are argued to be valid for moderately short 
waves (on the order of a few core radii) as well as for long waves. Applications to vortex 
breakdown and other wave phenomena are considered. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
In a number of applications, a three-dimensional vor- 
tical flow can be represented by a collection of vortex tubes 
or vortex filaments, e.g., pulsed round jets, aircraft trailing 
vortices, and interacting vortex rings. If the internal struc- 
ture of the filament is assumed fixed, then one need only to 
track the space curves of the filaments in time to simulate 
the flow. This is done typically using Lagrangian markers 
and the Biot-Savart law with a suitable cutoff.’ In this way 
rather complex flows can be simulated with a relatively 
small number of degrees of freedom. 
However, the assumption of constant core structure is 
suspect, considering the differing stretching rates that are 
likely to be experienced by various Lagrangian elements of 
the filaments. Thus, it seems reasonable to allow for a time- 
dependent core diameter that varies along each filament. 
To be consistent one must also allow for a time- and 
position-dependent azimuthal vorticity component along 
the filaments to account for the development of helical 
vortex lines caused by the differential rotation rates of 
nominally axial vortex lines around the core center. 
To account for these variations one could employ a 
more intensive computational approach such as using a 
number computational filaments per physical vortex tube2 
or a vortex particle method.3 However, in this paper we 
consider a more theoretically oriented approach, that of 
adding two additional independent variables to account for 
the possibility of area variations and axial flow or azi- 
muthal circulation variations along the vortex tube. Moore 
and Saffman4 (hereinafter referred to as MS) have carried 
out such a development by applying conservation of mo- 
mentum to a differential length of the filament and making 
a rather intricate determination of the forces on the frla- 
ment. The result was dynamical equations for the motion 
of the three-dimensional space curve of the filament and 
for an axial flow along the tube. A similar approach was 
carried out by Widnall and Bliss’ to study the evolution of 
general sinusoidal perturbations of a vortex filament and of 
a perturbed vortex pair. In both cases, the assumption was 
made that variations in the axial flow along the filament 
had length scales much larger than the core radius. In MS 
it was argued that any short wave variations along the 
filament would be smoothed out on time scales much 
shorter than those of interest. More recently, Lundgren 
and Ashurst’ (hereinafter referred to as LA) present a 
derivation of vortex tube dynamics with internal structure, 
along the lines of MS. However, they consider applications 
involving short wave, short time behavior, and therefore 
retain a number of terms discarded by MS. In particular, 
they discuss the application to axisymmetric vortex break- 
down in which the equations reduce to a pair of hyperbolic 
equations. Consequently, vortex breakdown is manifested 
as a ccshock” or discontinuous solution. However, as LA 
acknowledge, the equations they use are questionable for 
short wave phenomena and so should be considered as 
model equations. They also note the close analogy with the 
application of the shallow water equations to hydraulic 
jumps. 
In a related effort, Marshall’ derives equations of mo- 
tion for curved vortex filaments with variable core area and 
axial flow using a one-dimensional continuum model for 
the filament. This structure, referred to as a directed vortex 
filament, has its own balance laws and constitutive equa- 
tions that account for part of the kinematics and dynamics 
of the filament. The additional information required is the 
external forces on the vortex that are computed d la MS. 
Some dispersive terms appear in the derivation allowing, 
e.g., the development of solitary waves, although the va- 
lidity of the analysis is limited to long waves. Dispersive 
effects also arise in Leibovich’s study’ of weakly nonlinear 
axisymmetric waves on a vortex filament. He finds that, at 
the lowest order, the disturbance amplitude satisfies the 
Korteweg-de Vries ( KdV) equation when the filament oc- 
cupies the center of a cylindrical vessel. When the radius of 
the vessel goes to infinity a nonlocal, integral term must be 
added to the KdV equation. 
In this paper we consider area waves on vortex tubes 
from the point of view of vorticity-velocity relationships. 
We first determine expressions for the vorticity and veloc- 
ity fields in which the vorticity field is represented by a 
collection of space curves with area and azimuthal circu- 
lation per unit length varying along the length of each tube. 
We then derive equations of motion for these quantities for 
the case of axisymmetric flow, taking appropriate cross- 
sectional integrals of the vorticity transport equation. The 
equations include nonlocal terms, i.e., velocities that in- 
clude influences at a distance through the Biot-Savart law, 
and are argued to be valid for moderately short waves. 
Relations with previous work are discussed and selected 
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numerical computations of wave development and interac- 
tion illustrate the implications of the nonlocal terms. 
II. KINEMATICS OF THREE-DIMENSIONAL VORTEX 
TUBES 
We consider the vorticity field represented by a single 
vortex tube. A clear generalization is to superpose a col- 
lection of tubes or filaments. The centerline of the vortex 
tube lies along the space curve defined by r (c,,r> where g is 
a parameter that runs along the curve. We decompose the 
vorticity field within the tube into two components, w1 and 
02, where ot is primarily axial and radial with respect to 
the local tangent, &/L$, and w2 is primarily azimuthal. In 
particular, w1 has the representation 
w=rJ- $jTPl( ‘x;(gy$+yg$)~ 
where the function p1 determines the distribution of the 
axial vorticity over the core of the tube. The variable c 
plays the role of the local tube radius. For clarity, we have 
suppressed explicit reference to the time dependence of oi , 
o, and r. The term proportional to &r/Jg in the integrand 
above yields primarily radial vorticity, and is precisely that 
required to satisfy V*wl=O. 
We represent the azimuthal vorticity by 
o,b)=IsJ $j-xPz( ‘x;(g”) 
( 
ar 
X @ [X-G) 1 ) y&WC, (2) 
where p2 determines the distribution of azimuthal vorticity 
over the core. The functions p1 and p2 satisfy the normal- 
ization 
47 
I 
om pi(r)? dr= 1, i= 1,2. (3) 
The variable y is also time dependent, and, as we shall see 
below, is approximately the circulation per unit length of 
azimuthal vorticity. One can verify that this component of 
w is also solenoidal, i.e., V* w2=0. 
I 
The total vorticity field is then given by 
w(x) =q(x)+wzW. (4) 
The vector streamfunction 4 is given by the solution to 
v2+ --w (5) 
or 
q(x)=-& ( ;;I;‘. (6) 
The velocity field may be determined by 
u(x) =vxq (74 
or 
1 
u(x) = -J--& 
s 
(x-x’) Xo(x’)dX 
‘x-x”3 * Ub) 
We define components of 1/, and u, $t, rj2 and ut , u2, 
corresponding, respectively, to ot , w2. Using ( 1 ), (2), 
(4), and (6), we find that 
+1(x)=; JPl( ‘=-g’) $$ 
+; JQl( ‘x;;;:“)(s&)) kg: 
and 
(8) 
Y52b) =; J 3(~)B( Ix--;;:’ ) y(p)dg, 
(9) 
1 ‘Y 
P*(y)=47r - (J co Y 0 x2p,(x)dx+ I XPlbMX , ) (104 Y 
Qi!i(r) =; (; ~;x%i(x)dx+ r xp&Mx), i= 1,2. 
(lob) 
The velocity components are then given by 
r s [x--r(~)lX(dr/dOf[ I (x-r(g) I/d<> l&r u’= -G 1x--r(5) I3 (11) 
and 
s 
k[ Ix-r63 1/4T>l(W~~)-~[ Ix-W I/dS)l [WWI 11 ldi32rG3~iT 
u2= Ix-C3 I  , (12) 
where 
.~W=~~~P,W~~ dx, 
gcV> =y3Qdy>, 
(13c) 
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ar 
I 
x--p(t) 
Zl =1x-r(OI 
x 
(13d) 
For a rectilinear vortex tube, lying along the x axis, with a 
constant core diameter, the axial vorticity distribution is 
and, with constant ‘y, the azimuthal vorticity field reduces 
to 
2nr r 
~2(x)=-Y752 (T &e, 
0 
where 
CO> = [” Pi[ (X2+3) “2]dx, i= 1,2. 
J--m 
(16) 
Equation (16) may be inverted by taking the one- 
dimensional Fourier transform and then using an inverse 
Hankel transform, with the result 
Pi(Y) = -’ 
m dlJi/dx dx 
~ I y vs i=1,2. 
(17) 
For example, the solid-body rotation core3 and the 
Gaussian core give, respectively, 
I 
1 
W ’ y<L 
0, Y> 1, 
(184 
and 
exp( -$1 
5101)= ~ 
exp( -3) --Plot> =a/2 * (18b) 
Because of the normalization condition on pi (3)) 5; satis- 
fies s$ 2&Ji(X)X dx=l, SO that for a rectilinear vortex 
with constant o, y, 
I 
m 
ol(x)2s-rdr=I’&, 
0 
as required, and 
(19) 
s 
m 
w2(x)dr=y&. (20) 
0 
Hence, y is the circulation/length of azimuthal vorticity 
and 
( s 
r/u 
uz(x)=y l- 
0 
In addition, we have that 
(21) 
I- 
Ulb> =-y (22) 
III. DYNAMICAL EQUATIONS FOR AXISYMMETRIC 
FLOWS 
We now consider the case of a rectilinear vortex tube, 
but with variable cross section and variable axial flow. 
Thus, we need to derive equations of motion for u and y. 
Our starting point is the vorticity transport equation for 
axisymmetric flow, 
aWe a %w9 at+% h%9)+~ (v4d=-- r ’ (23) 
a+ i a 
-=g+; s ~r(wk-wA 1 =O. 
The component o, may be computed from w, using 
V l w=O. Our strategy is to derive suitable expressions for 
the velocity and vorticity components, using ( 1 ), (2)) 
( 11 ), and ( 12), and substitute them into (23) and (24) 
above. Taking certain moments in r of the equations will 
lead to the desired equations for u and y. This is equivalent 
to a low-order weighted residual method to treat the r 
dependence in the governing equations, but perhaps it is 
better to think of the procedure as an integral method. In 
addition, we will see that a particular choice of the distri- 
bution function for the azimuthal vorticity, p2, given the 
distribution pl, appears to minimize the error. 
Assuming that p1 (y > and p2 (y ) decay rapidly for y > 1, 
as in ( 18a) and ( 18b), and that variations in (T and y do 
not have length scales on the order of o, we can use “local” 
approximations for the vorticity components as follows: 
(25) 
rr ag g1 [r/a(x) ] 
*'=Tax~9 (26) 
2m 
%“$lfq 2 ,‘, 
44 
Y(X)* (27) 
In addition, for axisymmetric flow, ue is simply related 
to w, . The approximation (25) therefore gives the “local” 
approximation for ue , 
r 
(S 
r/O(X) 
tlgz-y A-l(y)dy - 0 1 
On the other hand, U, and U, are “nonlocal” variables, 
in that the contribution at x to u, and u, of y(x’)dx’ do 
not decay rapidly. In particular, these contributions, du, 
and dur, for 1x-x” &a(~‘), are given by (12) as 
3r(x--x’)& 
+2[ (x-x’)2+3]5/T * 1 (29) 
The above expression is equivalent to the far field of a 
vortex ring at x’ of circulation dl? and ring radius R with 
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dr=y(x’)dx’. 
In general, for axisymmetric flow, (9) reduces to 
~2=9&39 (304 
where 
(job) 
and u, and u, are given by 
(31a) 
a I&= -- *p ax 
Note that the source term for azimuthal vorticity, given by 
the RHS of (23), is 
--2%Q 
-=- I 
r ?ra4ax i z I , z= t/a(n) 
(32) 
using (26) and (28), while the first term on the LHS of 
(23 ) is given by 
aWe -- at -2% [zC2(z)lZ=r/0+[“‘l g* (33) 
Thus, we can match the r dependence of the @/at 
term and the source term by choosing 
cc, w~.l-~~* (YMY 
5‘264 =7, (34) 
where C is the constant required to satisfy the normaliza- 
tion condition on p2, or, equivalently, on c2. For solid- 
body rotation and therefore c1 given by ( 18a), we find 
fi=ci and C- 1. For the Gaussian core, 
cz(z)=&~ [exP(-2)-exp(-2&] (35a) 
and 
An evolution equation for y follows from (23) by sub- 
stituting the expressions for the velocity and vorticity com- 
ponents (25)-(28) into (23) and integrating over the r 
coordinate, Jc[Eq. (23)]dr=O. This gives the result 
ay a r2 au at+-& (w)=-Qg~* (36) 
where q(x) is the following average of u,(r,x): 
s m 2-m r 4= 0 mg2 ( ) - u&-,x)& dx) (37) 
i.e., u, weighted by og over r. Using (3Ob), (31a), and 
(37) gives the required relation between q and the distri- 
bution of circulation y as follows: 
4= 
where 
y(x’)dx’ 
a(x’) ’ (38) 
K(xy) = --P s Co 2 d~z(z) 0 --@z2Kx2+wY21dz. 
(39) 
For the constant-vorticity core, 
K Ix-x’1 4x> 
( 1 I( 
Q2 (x-x’)2+u(x)2 1’2 - - = 
4x’ > ’ 0(x’) @‘)2 ) I 
(40) 
Taking the zeroth r moment of Eq. (23), as we have 
done, yields a relatively simple evolution equation for y 
and corresponds to imposing conservation of azimuthal 
circulation. Taking the second moment, s,“[E4. 
(23)]? dr=O, is closely related to imposing the conserva- 
tion of x momentum, but leads to a more complicated 
dynamical equation. 
To obtain a dynamical equation for 2, we consider the 
transport equation for 0,. The tlrst moment, JT[Eq. 
(24)]rdr=O, simply leads to dr/dt=O. However, the 
third moment, Jg[Eq. (24)]? dr=O, expressing conserva- 
tion of angular momentum, yields 
(41) 
where c is the planar-averaged u,(r,x) weighted by the 
“excess” angular momentum, rug- lY/2n; 
I = So” bw-r/2dQ~r dr 
$; (rue- l?/2r)2m dr * (42) 
In terms of (T and y, @is given by 
g&Z (43) 
where 
(4) 
The kernel g for a cons.ant-vorticity core is given in 
the Appendix. Here K and K have the expected behavior, 
KK-0 ,,$ ( J) , if Ix--x’1 &ff(x’). 
If y and cr are slowly varying in x, i.e., variations con- 
sist of length scales il such that Az)a, then we can make the 
zeroth-order approximation 
YW) ==r(x>, (454 
4x’) zdx), (45b) 
in (38) and (43), and obtain, for the constant vorticity 
core, 
9(x)&(x>, (46a) 
3x> &y(x). (46b) 
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This approximation yields hyperbolic equations for y and 
a, 
a7 la? r2 da 
z’Zax=-22daxy (47a) 
a2 2a 
at+zx (y&=0. (47b) 
Except for multiplicative constants, the above equations 
are identical to those derived by LA when their equations 
are reduced for the case of one-dimensional flow (Sec. IV). 
In their case, y is the local axial velocity assuming slug 
flow. The constants differ because of the differences in as- 
sumed velocity protiles. In their derivation, as in the deri- 
vation of MS, it is assumed that the pressure is the solution 
to the approximate radial momentum equation, neglecting 
radial acceleration, 
ap ~~28 -=- 
i3r r’ 
with the result that the pressure is determined locally be- 
cause ue is a local variable. Thus, in LA, Eq. (47a) is 
arrived at via the axial momentum equation, with the RHS 
the pressure derivative term. They suggest that an im- 
provement could be obtained by including an approxima- 
tion for the radial acceleration in the radial momentum 
equation. In a sense this improvement is accomplished in 
the present analysis, but through vorticity-velocity kine- 
matics rather than pressure-velocity relationships. 
IV. LINEAR AND NONLINEAR WAVES 
We return to the original equations, (36), (38), (41), 
and (43), presumably valid for moderately short (12 o) 
as well as long waves, and derive the dispersion relation for 
linear, sinusoidal perturbations on a filament with constant 
radius and constant axial flow. We therefore assume 
&x,t) =c$+c?’ exp[i(kc-at)], (484 
I 
~=~o~t+~(kuo>/4+~[2G~(ku~) -Gl(kuo) - 1) ] 
(48b) rkt> =y0+y' exp[i(kx-41, 
with 
o-e+ 
Ir’l (max( lrOl,&o). 
We also assume that the unperturbed filament has a con- 
stant vorticity core. Substituting (48) into (36) and (38) 
and linearizing gives 
74 
+ 5 [F(k)-11+& 
( ) 
$0, (@a) 
and, similarly, (41) and (43) lead to 
-c+: [ I-Gi(koe) ] +p G,(,k,,) 
where 
c = co/k, (504 
F(z) =zK1 (z> 9 (5Ob) 
G&9=6j-oiy3dyj-~m QNx2+.?~1’21eiwdx, (50 
’ 
> 
G,(z)=-3~)‘3dyj-~m Q;,(x2+$)1’21 
x (x2 +2) 1’2eeizx dx, (Sod) 
and Ki is the modified Bessel function. For a nontrivial 
solution to (49) and for a given o$, yo, and k, the wave 
speed c must satisfy 
The functions F, G1, G, all satisfy 
I;(0)=G1(0)=G2(O)=l,sothatinthelimitofzerowave 
number, 
5 r2 
cl #k=o=g ‘yo* ;+w 
r 
(52) 
For the constant vorticity core, Q2(z) =1/(4zs) if 
z> 1. This gives the result 
Gl(z)=1+$z%(z/2) +0(s), (53) 
(49b) 
(51) 
I 
so that, if yo=O, we find for the long wave limit, 
r‘ ,l'& (kao) 
c=*xs 
r 3 (kuo) 
=* 
7-d 6mro 
1 +z (kd2 In -+ov%3 2 (544 
r 
= A 2.449, * * *TKT~ 
l+0.1875(koo)iln(~)+O(k’$,)]. 
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FIG. 1. Evolution of two adjacent, initially constant states. Here 4:= 1, yl=O, 4x2, and J = y2_ computed from (5%). We see d(x,t) - (upper); 
y(x,t) - (lower); lO[q(x,t) -&(x,t)], --; lO[~(x,(x,t) -$(x,t)], ... . 
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FIG. 2. Evolution of two adjacent, initially constant states. Here d= 1, 
yI=O, 4=1.2, and yz = */2- computed from (59b). The legend is the 
same as in Fig. 1. 
The exact dispersion equation for this case (yo=O, 
constant-vorticity core) was determined by Kelvin’ to be 
1 Ji@ao> 1 K;(kao) --=------- 
Pa0 Jo (Pao) kao Ko(kao) ’ 
(55) 
where 
p”= k2[ (r2h%;3) --We] aI2 t 
and Jo and K. are Bessel functions. 
In the long-wave limit, (55) gives 
r Wo) 
= p2.4048...ruo l+0.1729...(koo)21n, 
where j,, is the tlrst zero of Jo. Equation (56) is in rea- 
sonably good agreement with result (54) from our integral 
method. The appearance of the term ( koo>2 ln(koo) in 
(54) is a direct consequence of the far-field behavior K and 
K discussed above [see after E!q. (44)]. 
Krishnamoorthy” has extended Kelvin’s result for a 
constant-vorticity vortex tube with axial flow but for uni- 
form (slug) flow, and not the parabolic profile we assume 
as a good choice to match the r dependences of the source 
term and the time derivative term in the wQ equation. 
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FIG. 3. Evolution of two adjacent, initially constant states. Here c$= 1, 
y,=O, o$=O.5, and y2 = y2- computed from (59b). The legend is the 
sameasinFig. 1. 
We now consider nonlinear waves and look for travel- 
ing wave solutions of the form 
y=yb--cf), 
d=cJqx-ct). 
In this case (36) and (41) may be integrated to obtain 
y(q), 2(q), q=x-cf, as follows: 
r-c+m-&=( -c+;Y*)Yl-&y 
(57a) 
[-c+~((rl)la”=(-c+5yt>~, (5%) 
where CJ and q are given by (38) and (43)) respectively, 
with r], 7’ replacing x,x’. The right-hand sides above are 
the constants of integration evaluated at an assumed con- 
stant asymptotic state 1. 
If we assume that adjacent asymptotic constant states 
are possible (state 1 and state 2), then from (57) we find 
that 
( -c+;Yl)Yl-&==( -c+;Y2)Y2-&;58 
a 
) 
(-c+s y1)4=( -c+; y2b-g (58b) 
Thus, for example, given the circulation yi, and area 
ratio, I$/& the wave speeds are 
c=c* =3 Yl+f 2 ’ (” */m), 6 (59a) 
and the corresponding circulations y2 are 
y2=y2* = ( ;++I+ (3-2) /;+$9 (59b) 
where 
34 1 
f =; -&I$ * 
However, we strongly suspect that only one of the the two 
( f ) solutions for c and y2 given in EJq. (59) will yield a 
valid transition from state 1 to state 2. If we consider the 
hyperbolic equation (47) corresponding to the long- 
wavelength approximation, then (58) gives the jump con- 
ditions for a discontinuous (shock) transition from state 1 
to state 2. However, such a transition must satisfy a 
breaking” or entropy condition,” in that two characteris- 
tics must intersect the shock from one side and one must 
intersect from the other. The characteristic speeds are 
given by 
(60) 
i.e., the same as the zero-wave number wave speeds for the 
linearized equations. [see (52)]. Assuming state 1 is on the 
left and state 2 is on the right, we find that the entropy 
condition is satisfied for 
c=c+, if o-+0-$ 
and for 
c=c-, if d<o$ 
where the c* are given by (59a), and y2 must be chosen 
correspondingly from (59b). Similar conditions were ar- 
gued to be necessary by LA for their system of hyperbolic 
equations using the clear analogy with 1-D gas-dynamics 
for their equations. In either case above the side with the 
smaller area is the supercritical side (both characteristics 
intersect the shock), while the other is subcritical. We as- 
sume that these conditions remain valid for the full equa- 
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tions, but we expect some structure in the transition be- 
tween states. In fact, we will see that the subcritical side 
will not consist of only an asymptotically constant state, 
but will have an additional wave-train component. 
We note in passing that (57a) allows us to formulate a 
necessary condition for vortex breakdowns that have axial 
flow reversal on the axis, as described by the present theory 
in the case of steady flow. Let c= - U, to obtain a sta- 
tionary wave, where U,( >O) is a constant free-stream 
axial velocity. Also, let y1 > 0. Then as c$ becomes large 
with respect to 4, the only possibility for y(q) to become 
negative (a necessary condition for flow reversal on the 
axis) is for the RHS of (57a) to be negative, i.e., 
&> (u,cf n)rl. (614 
This condition appears to be analogous to the rigorous 
necessary condition found by Brown and Lopez,i3 based on 
the full Euler equations for steady axisymmetric flow. 
Their condition is that at constant upstream conditions the 
helix angle for the velocity must be greater than that of the 
vorticity for some stream surface. For our assumed veloc- 
ity and profiles, the Brown and Lopez condition is thus 
given by 
&> [ u( l-$)Yl]Y19 (61b) 
for some r such that 0 < r < crl. Note that (61a) is a more 
stringent condition. 
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We consider the case of a constant vorticity core and 
choose approximations to K and K, satisfying the correct 
asymptotic behavior 
KK 1 &x’) 
, -+4 ,x-x,,~y as Ix--x’1 +cx), 
and the correct result if constant (T and y were used in (38) 
and (43 ) . In addition, to allow for the unusual but possible 
situation, 4(x’) )&2(x) +(x-x’)‘, we require that K, 
K + const in this case. The above considerations lead to the 
approximate expressions for q and 6 
1 - 
s 
~(x’)y(x’)dx’ 
“=5 --m [ (x-x’)2+$2(x) +$qx’)]3’2’ (62) 
-1 - s 
&x’)y(x’)dx’ 
q=z--co [ (x-x’)2+;2(x) +$g(x’)]3f2 * (63) 
The above expressions also preserve the long-wave expan- 
sion of the dispersion relation (54b). Then we solve nu- 
merically (36) with C-l and (41) using (62) and (63). 
Equation (41) is solved conveniently using Lagrangian 
particles traveling with speed 4: The quantity c? 61 is then 
conserved, where 61 is the distance between particles. The 
azimuthal circulations of the Lagrangian particles, how- 
ever, vary according to Eq. (36). This equation may be 
rewritten as 
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FIG. 4. Evolution of an initial area bulge. Here 2(x,0) = 1+4 exp[- (x-200)2/400], y(x,O) =O. The legend is the same as in Fig. 1. 
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ay a at+& GY)=$ ( 
r2 m+G-q)Y 1 * (64) 
The RHS of (64) is therefore a source of circulation for the 
quantity, y SZ, the circulation between adjacent Lagrangian 
markers. 
In all cases below, I’=27r and the minimum initial 
c?= 1. Time integration is by third-order Runge-Kutta, 
with At= 1, and the RHS of (64) is computed by second- 
order central differences, with the initial spacing between 
Lagrangian particles = 1 (except for the case shown in Fig. 
9, where At=0.5 and the initial spacing=0.5). 
No explicit artificial damping is used, even for the hy- 
perbolic cases. Conservation of C? Sl gives the average C? 
between two adjacent particles. Whenever c? is required at 
a particle location, the average of the two 2’s on either 
side is used. The integrals in (62) and (63) are computed 
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FIG. 5. Continuation of the case shown in Fig. 4, with a right traveling 
wave only. Solid lines, full nonlocal equations, as in Fig. 4. Dashed lines, 
solution to hyperbolic equations (47). Here d(x,r), upper curves; y(x,t), 
lower curves. 
at the particle locations by changing to Lagrangrian vari- 
ables and using a midpoint-rule quadrature. However, to 
increase the accuracy, q and 4 are not computed directly 
from (62) and (63). Instead, we compute q-b and g- 
$ by subtracting 
a2(xMx) 
4[ (x-x&?(x)]3” 
~cdY(x) 
4[ (x-x’)2+p(x)]3’2’ 
from the integrands in (62) and (63), respectively. 
Figure 1 shows the structure that evolves for the tran- 
sition from one asymptotic constant state to another, as- 
sumed to be constant. Here the area on the right is larger, 
i.e., 4=2~$, so that the assumed constant y2 is equal to 
3/z_ given by (59b). Notice the ever increasing domain of 
oscillatory behavior on the subcritical side of the transi- 
tion. The semi-infinite wave train that results as t+ CO cor- 
responds directly with the wave train component on the 
subcritical side in Benjamin’s theory of vortex breakdown 
based on the Bragg-Hawthorne equation.‘4P15 This feature 
appears to be generic and analogous to the undulating mo- 
tion on the subcritical side of a weak hydraulic jump. In 
the case of hydraulic jumps such behavior is not accessible 
via the shallow water equations, which are purely hyper- 
bolic, but is found by corrections to the shallow water 
equations, which include dispersive effects, e.g., the KdV 
equation16 or cnoidal-wave theory.i7 The triangular-shaped 
envelope of the oscillations, which is seen in Fig. 1 to be 
steadily increasing in length, is also observed in the com- 
puted solution to the KdV equation with an initial negative 
step. l6 However, we suspect that there exists no steady- 
state traveling wave of this type as t+ 03, as is true in the 
case of the KdV equation. Benjamin’s analysis leads to 
such a steady-state wave, but only after imposing an exter- 
nal “flow force” to effect the transition between states. 
In Fig. 2 we show the result of a milder transition, 
c$= 1.24, than that shown in Fig. 1. The amplitude of the 
wave train is, of course, smaller, but the wavelength is 
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FIG. 6. The case of Fig. 4, part of the right traveling wave. Solid curves, 
core boundaries, and centerline. Dotted curve, 5[u(O,x)-c], where 
c=wave speed=0.84. 
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longer. This wavelength can be determined approximately 
by a perturbation calculation for o&4 using (59) to find, 
for the case y1 = 0, 
(6% 
(65b) 
for 
+Ql+e). 
We equate the RHS of (65a) to the RHS of (5 1) to find 
the wave number k of the disturbance excited by a pertur- 
bation traveling with speed c- . The result is 
(66) 
Note that as e-+0, k+O and A.=2?r/k+ CO. 
Figure 3 shows the result of choosing the possible so- 
lution ~2=~2+ in (59b) for the same yl, and c@& as in 
the example shown in Fig. 1. Note that a steadily evolving 
rarefaction wave forms. 
Figure 4 shows the evolution of an initially localized 
area bulge with y(x,O) =O. Triangular-shaped compression 
waves evolve moving to the left and right, each consisting 
of a shock or vortex breakdown followed by a rarefaction 
wave with oscillation. Figure 5 shows a continuation of the 
flow of Fig. 4 for the right traveling wave. Also shown is 
the solution to the hyperbolic equations (47) correspond- 
ing to the long-wavelength approximation. The solution 
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based on this approximation reliably predicts the location 
of the wave and the waveform of the mean disturbance. 
The width and height of the mean wave appear to be pro- 
portional to t1’2 and t-1’2, as expected. A close examina- 
tion of the “shock” in the numerical solution of the hyper- 
bolic equations reveals that the shock is spread over two to 
three Lagrangian particles followed by an overshoot of 
about 20% of the shock jump. In contrast, for example, the 
two successive peaks in the solution to the full equations, 
are separated by 18 particles at t=300 in Fig. 5 (also see 
Fig. 6). 
We believe that the first few successive peaks in y, as 
shown in Fig. 5, correspond to multiple vortex breakdowns 
observed in some axisymmetric experiments18 and 
computations. rgV2’ To look for flow reversals on the axis in 
a steady frame, we computed the axial velocity on the 
centerline using 
1 m 
24(0,x) =- 
I 
uyx’)y(x’)dX 
4 -cQ [ (x-x’)2+;a2(x’)]3’2’ 
which is consistent with approximations (62) and (63), 
and subtracted from this result the speed of the wave c. 
The result is shown in Fig. 6 along with the core shape and 
centerline. Note the region of flow reversal approximately 
2.0 in length followed by another reversal that is miniscule 
in size. Larger initial bulges, for example, will yield clearly 
two or more regions of flow reversal. 
If one starts with a localized distribution of y with 
2(x,0) =const, a triangular compression wave moves to 
the right (left) for a positive (negative) initial pulse of y 
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and a triangular expansion wave, a rarefaction wave lead- 
ing a vortex breakdown moves to the left (right). As 
shown in Fig. 7, we have computed such a case to corre- 
spond with the one computed by LA (Fig. 2). The results 
are qualitatively the same, except for the oscillations found 
in the present results. 
Finally, we compute the collision of two compression 
waves. Such an interaction will occur, for example, be- 
tween two initial area bulges, as shown in Fig. 8. As seen, 
the collision itself excites the oscillatory behavior corre- 
sponding again to sequences of vortex rings. 
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FIG. 8. Evolution of two area bulges. Symmetry conditions at x= 100 
and 300. The legend is the same as in Fig. 1. Here 
$(x,0)=1+3 exp[-(~--1100)~/200]+3 exp[-(x-300)2/200], and 
y(x,O) =o. 
VI. CQNCLUSlON 
. We characterize area and axial flow vanations along 
vortex tubes in terms of the square of a width parameter in 
assumed radial distributions of vorticity and of a circula- 
tion per unit length of azimuthal vorticity, respectively. 
For the case of axisymmetric flows, we derive dynamical 
equations for these two quantities by enforcing the angular 
momentum integral (over an axial plane) equation and the 
azimuthal vorticity integral equation. The distribution of 
azimuthal vorticity is not assumed independently, but is 
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FIG. 9. Evolution of a localized distribution in y and c?. Here y(x,O) ~0.5 exp[- (~-20)~/25], 4(&O) =l+y(x,O); &=0.5, initial, &=0.5. 
determined from the assumed distribution of axial vortio 
ity. This restricts the applicability of the method, but en- 
hances its accuracy, as seen, for example, by comparison 
with exact linear theory. For long waves the equations are 
nonlinear hyperbolic, but, in general, the equations are 
nonlocal because of the contribution of azimuthal vorticity 
to the axial and radial velocities at a distance through the 
Riot-Savart law. 
Initial disturbances on a rectilinear vortex tube evolve 
into wave patterns generally associated with ID compress- 
ible gas flow or shallow water waves, i.e., shocks or vortex 
breakdowns and rarefaction waves, except that on the sub- 
critical side of a wave oscillatory motion is usually ob- 
served because the dissipation mechanism of shocks is not 
available. 
The phenomenon of nonlinear traveling waves needs 
further study, in particular, solitary waves. The relation- 
ship between these waves the steady, nonlinear waves com- 
puted from the Bragg-Hawthorne equation2’ would be of 
interest. We believe that the present theory will admit such 
waves, as evidenced by our preliminary computation 
shown in Fig. 9. Extension of the analysis to vortex tubes 
moving as three-dimensional space curves would be useful, 
especially considering that axisymmetrical or bubble-type 
vortex breakdown usually involves substantial time- 
dependent, three-dimensional components.22 
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APPENDIX: DETERMlNATlON OF i? 
For the case of a solid-body rotation core, <i is given 
by ( 18a), so that (44) becomes 
K(x,y) =4 
s 
l iQ2[(x2+22y2)19dz 
0 
467 
=ya I 
(13-tx2)Q2(t>dt 
x 
=; CR3( pT7) -4(X) 
--x”[R*( pT7) --R1(x) I), 
where 
R,(X) = 
I 
x &j,(t)&, i= 1,3. 
0 
From (lob) and ( 18a), we find that 
-_-- (x<l) I 
and 
I 
8i=2- 
157f 
1+x sir-’ x x2(7-6x2) &? 
2T - 307T 
R&i) = (xc 11, 
x 8 
4-K (x>l). 
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